LYNX® 2018 PROMOTIONAL PRICING

MSRP $6,170

MSRP $6,100

$5,493

$5,433

Lynx NGT-9000

Lynx NGT-9000R

ADS-B In/Out Compliant Transponder

ADS-B In/Out Compliant Transponder

Mode S/ES touchscreen transponder with moving map
displays ADS-B traffic and weather, dedicated winds and
temps aloft. Quickly access to METAR/TAFS and NOTAMS
at frequented airports. The Lynx NGT-9000 has dual “IN”
capabilities, 1090MHz & 978MHz, allowing you to see
ADS-B equipped aircraft. A Wi-Fi interface module is
included for connectivity to tablet flight apps. All Lynx models
have an integrated ADS-B compliant WAAS/GPS receiver.

The Lynx NGT-9000R remote mount unit interfaces with
our CP-2500 control head, and is also designed to interface
with newer integrated glass cockpits. The NGT-9000R
outputs ADS-B traffic and weather to your existing displays.
The Lynx NG-9000R has dual “IN” capabilities, 1090MHz
& 978MHz, allowing you to see ADS-B equipped aircraft.
A Wi-Fi interface module is included for connectivity to
tablet flight apps. All Lynx models have an integrated
ADS-B compliant WAAS/GPS receiver.

Additional Options
ATAS (ADS-B based Audio Traffic Alerting System)

Active Traffic

ATAS provides audible traffic alerting at all altitudes.
Fewer false alerts due to refined ADS-B data, surveys
and alerts below 500 AGL. Certified to TSO-C195b.
ATAS Option (included with new purchase)

$667

The Active Traffic technology is actively interrogating
transponder equipped aircraft. This is useful when flying
outside of ADS-B coverage. Customer can use existing
SkyWatch antenna.

FREE

TAS NGT-9000+ App			
TCAS I NGT-9000+ App			
Directional Antenna NY-164 (TAS)		
NY156 Directional Antenna (TCAS I)		

Embedded Terrain Awareness Warning
System (eTAWS) or TerrainVision

$1,635
$3,200
$2,267
$6,700

Choose between the Lynx Class B eTAWS or
TerrainVision options. eTAWS provides visual and
audio alerting, terrain and obstacles with a worldwide
database. TerrainVision provides advisory only
depicting surrounding terrain and obstacles.
eTAWS Option				
TerrainVision Option				
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$4,000
$895
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